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Object Detection and Tracking Under Occlusion for
Object-level RGB-D Video Segmentation
Qian Xie, Oussama Remil, Yanwen Guo, Mingqiang Wei, Meng Wang, Jun Wang

Abstract—RGB-D video segmentation is important for many
applications, including scene understanding, object tracking and
robotic grasping. However, to segment RGB-D frames over a
long video sequence into globally consistent segmentation is
still a challenging problem. Current methods often lose pixel
correspondences between frames under occlusion and thus fail
to generate consistent and continuous segmentation results. To
address this problem, we propose a novel spatio-temporal RGB-D
video segmentation framework that automatically segments and
tracks objects with continuity and consistency over time. Our
approach first produces consistent segments in some keyframes
by region clustering and then propagates the segmentation result
to a whole video sequence via a mask propagation scheme in
bilateral space. Instead of exploiting local optical flow information
to establish correspondences between adjacent frames, we leverage SIFT flow and bilateral representation to solve inconsistency
under occlusion. Moreover, our method automatically extracts
multiple objects of interest and tracks them without any user
input hint. A variety of experiments demonstrate effectiveness
and robustness of our proposed method.
Index Terms—RGB-D video, Region clustering, SIFT flow,
Spatio-temporal segmentation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the development of techniques on RGB-D acquiring devices, video segmentation on RGB-D data
has become an attractive research topic recently. Especially in
robotics areas, owing to numerous benefits of RGB-D data,
RGB-D video is more frequently adopted to act as visual
input for robot perception and is used to model environmental
structure [1] and locate individual objects [2] that can be
manipulated when robots interact with the surroundings. Thus,
in order to achieve a better understanding on scenes, the
efficient segmentation of RGB-D video has been becoming
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an important problem [3]. In this paper, we consider the problem of automatically segmenting and tracking objects from
scenes where objects could be occluded by each other. More
specifically, we aim at propagating multi-object segmentation
mask through time in an RGB-D video. As such, the work
falls into the category of unsupervised spatio-temporal object
segmentation of RGB-D video.
It is worthy to notice that RGB video segmentation is a
well-studied research area in computer vision. Through coanalyzing a succession of RGB images, it is possible to
enhance segmentation via exploiting mutually complementary
information between different frames, and further identify
meaningful objects based on their correspondences [4], [5].
Inspired by these techniques on RGB video segmentation,
recent works [6], [7] capitalize on depth and motion cues to
enhance segmentation result for RGB-D video. These methods
utilize optical flow to connect pixels between adjoining frames
to obtain a consistent segmentation temporally. However, discontinuity and inconsistency are commonly found from their
RGB-D video segmentation results, as shown in Figure 2.
Optical flow solely discovers the continuity between frames
where the time span is small, owing to the assumptions on
optical flow computation. Thus, these approaches are not suitable for scenes with occlusion where objects would disappear
for a while. In a word, despite the advantages in RGB-D
video data, the segmentation of RGB-D video often suffers
from inconsistency and discontinuity. Consequently, RGB-D
video segmentation with high automation and efficiency is
particularly challenging, especially under the consistency (the
same object with the same segmentation label) and continuity
(tracking the target object over time) constraints.
To address the challenge, we propose an effective spatiotemporal RGB-D video segmentation algorithm by leveraging
keyframe sampling, region clustering and mask propagation,
which can preserve consistency and continuity in scenes under
occlusion. An example of such a scene is shown in Figure 1.
The main idea is to first produce a consistent segmentation in
some keyframes, and subsequently propagate the segmentation
result to the whole video sequence via a mask propagation
scheme. Traditional video segmentation algorithms first compute optical flow of each frame, then construct a spatiotemporal graph by connecting corresponding pixels between
adjoining frames based on the precomputed optical flow.
However, due to occlusion, objects would disappear for a
while in the scene, as shown in Figure 2. Consequently, the
corresponding pixels would not be found in the next frame
where occlusion happens, which makes optical flow based
pixel connection scheme fail. That is, the same object could
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Time
Fig. 1. Consistent and continuous segmentation of an RGB-D video by our method. Given an RGB-D video sequence, it is desirable to extract objects and
assign the same segmentation label to the same object through the whole sequence without any user input cue. Top: original RGB-D video sequence. Bottom:
consistent and continuous object segmentation result (object points are shown bold and colored while background points small and black).

lateral space, which can segment multiple objects in the
video simultaneously. As a consequence, our method is
capable of tracking multiple objects over time.
II. R ELATED W ORK

Fig. 2. Discontinuity and inconsistency in RGB-D video segmentation. A
ball is rolling behind a cylinder object. (a) and (c) show a discontinuity
situation where the ball in two different frames is assigned with two different
segmentation labels. (b) shows a inconsistent situation where two parts from
the ball in a single frame are assigned with two segmentation labels.

be regarded as a new object when it appears again owing to
the loss of connection information, as shown in Figure 2(b).
In contrast with these approaches, our method first samples some keyframes from a video sequence, followed by
a graph-based segmentation to extract object segments in
the keyframes. Inspired by the idea of using SIFT flow to
explore correspondences between videos [8] and images [9],
we present a clustering method leveraging SIFT flow to find
pixel correspondences between keyframes. In this way, our
method can discover the consistency in a video sequence. To
ensure the continuity, a mask propagation scheme is extended
to RGB-D video segmentation. We convert pixels in RGBD space into a higher bilateral space where divided objects
could be grouped together, and subsequently the consistent
segmentation result could be continuously propagated through
the whole video sequence.
Contributions. Overall, our contributions are as follows:
•

•

•

We propose a novel RGB-D video segmentation framework, which segments objects with consistency and continuity even in the presence of complete occlusion.
We present a region clustering approach by utilizing SIFT
flow to establish pixel correspondences between object
segments in the keyframes.
We design a multi-label segmentation algorithm in bi-

While segmentation of RGB video has been extensively
studied, both in dense segmentation [10], [11], [12] and objectbased segmentation [13], [14], [15] over decades, there are
very few works of object-based segmentation of RGB-D video.
We divide our discussion on the related work into two parts,
RGB-D video segmentation and bilateral space segmentation.
RGB-D video segmentation. Several approaches on RGBD video segmentation have been proposed recently, which can
be grouped into two categories. One is the dense RGB-D
video segmentation in which pixels are grouped into several
clusters of which the properties are similar [16], [17], [18].
The other category essentially divides pixels into two classes,
i.e., foreground or background [19], [20].
For dense segmentation, Weikersdorfer et al. [21] combined
the position and normal information with color information to
compute depth-adaptive supervoxels, then employed spectral
graph clustering to partition a video into spatio-temporal segments. However, their method can only handle situations with
partial occlusion. Hickson et al. [7] proposed a hierarchical
graph-based segmentation approach for RGB-D point clouds.
Their method first performs over-segmentation to obtain supertoxel regions in each frame of point cloud separately. These
super-toxel regions are then merged together iteratively, followed by a bipartite graph matching to ensure the temporal
continuity. However, their results may lose temporal consistency on the situation of occlusion, since features that measure
the difference between regions in bipartite graph matching
are sensitive to missing data caused by occlusion. Recently,
Jiang et al. [22] presented a framework of spatio-temporal
video segmentation, which can handle large displacement with
significant occlusion. Nevertheless, their method is restricted
to videos of a static scene. In contrast with these approaches,
the keyframe sampling scheme and the mask propagation in
bilateral space enable our method to track objects in dynamic
scenes even with complete occlusion.
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Fig. 3. Algorithm overview. From an input RGB-D video sequence, we first uniformly sample some frames in temporal distribution, i.e., keyframes. For
each keyframe, a graph-based segmentation algorithm is applied to generate object segments, i.e., object candidates. Subsequently, we cluster these object
candidates into several classes to obtain the consistent segment mask. Finally, the segmentation mask in the keyframes is propagated to the unsegmented
frames in bilateral space. As a result, multiple objects in the scene are extracted with consistent segmentation labels.

Alternatively, to extract objects from RGB-D video, Alex
et al. [23] presented a segmentation algorithm to segment
and track deformable objects in RGB-D video under the
framework of conditional random field. Their method utilizes
semi-supervised learning to make best use of rich feature sets.
However, it needs additional segmentation hints labeled by the
user, and merely provides foreground/background segmentation results. Comparatively, our method does not require any
initial segmentation or label hint as input while capable of
segmenting multiple objects simultaneously.
Bilateral space segmentation. The concept of bilateral grid
is first introduced by Chen et al. [24]. In their paper, pixels
are lifted into bilateral space with a higher-dimension based on
position and color. Thanks to the properties of bilateral space,
bilateral filtering can be performed as a standard Gaussian
filter. The idea of bilateral grid is then applied to image
segmentation by Maerki et al. [25] and they employed a graphcut algorithm on these grid vertices to assign “foreground” or
“background” labels, and then accumulated labels of image
plane pixels from those labeled grid vertices. They used
the “splatting” and “slicing” operations to accumulate values
between bilateral grid vertices and image pixels. However,
it is essentially a semi-supervised approach which requires
prior cues as input. Accordingly, we extend the bilateral space
concept to RGB-D video segmentation. Comparatively, our
algorithm does not rely on any human annotation. We design
an automatic multi-label graph-cut segmentation algorithm in
bilateral space. Moreover, to exploit the advantages of RGBD data to the full, we integrate depth cues to the data energy
term definition when solving a graph-cut problem.
III. OVERVIEW
Taking as input an RGB-D video sequence, our goal is to
segment objects of interest in each frame and track them over
the sequence with spatial-temporal information in the presence
of data deficiency (low luminance and complete occlusion).
We formulate this as a multi-object segmentation problem, in
which the initial segmentation mask is obtained by an object
detection process. Specifically, our spatio-temporal RGB-D
video segmentation algorithm consists of object candidate ex-

traction, region clustering and mask propagation. The pipeline
is illustrated in Figure 3.
Object candidate extraction. We first extract segments
of objects, i.e. object candidates, in some keyframes, which
is formulated as a graph-based object segmentation problem
with depth and motion information involved. To overcome
the inconsistent segmentation caused by one-by-one frame
connection scheme under occlusion, some keyframes are
sampled on the temporal dimension from the given RGBD video sequence. A fast graph-based object segmentation
algorithm is subsequently carried out in keyframes. Then we
generate segments and design a rejection step to extract those
segments belonging to objects. We group those adjoining
object segments in 3D space by a region growing scheme and
thereby obtain all object candidates in each keyframe.
Region clustering. We then classify object candidates into
clusters by object categories to produce consistent segmentation in keyframes in Section V. Given the object candidate
set, we generate an affinity matrix. SIFT flow is exploited
to find correspondences between object candidates, based on
which we measure the pairwise similarity. Having the pairwise
similarity matrix, we then group object candidates into clusters
via Affinity Propagation(AP) clustering. As a result, object
candidates of the same object are arranged together and their
segmentation labels are unified according to a clustering result.
In this way, our method can yield a consistent multi-object
segmentation mask in keyframes.
Mask propagation. The whole frame set in the video
sequence is not segmented yet. In Section VI, we convert
pixels in RGB-D space to a bilateral space which can also
avoid the inconsistent segmentation caused by occlusion. By
“splatting” properties of pixels to vertices of bilateral grid,
a mask propagation is then performed by solving a multiobject graph-based segmentation algorithm in the bilateral
space. Finally, we obtain a continuous segmentation in RGBD space by the “slicing” operation, which transmits labels on
the bilateral grid vertices to the lifted pixels. As a result, our
method successfully propagates the initial segmentation mask
in keyframes to those unsegmented frames while respecting
continuity and consistency over time.
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IV. O BJECT CANDIDATE EXTRACTION
In this stage, we present a keyframe sampling strategy and
a graph-based segmentation algorithm with the inclusion of
depth and motion information. Given an RGB-D video sequence {F 1 , ..., F N }, which constitutes a set of RGB images
{I 1 , ..., I N }, and depth images {D1 , ..., DN }, we uniformly
sample some frames from the sequence, followed by a graphbased RGB-D image segmentation in the sampled frames to
produce partitioning of the entire images. Subsequently, object
candidates are obtained by discarding background segments
through a learned SVM classifier.
A. Keyframe Sampling
For most of traditional video segmentation methods, pixellevel mapping is established by connecting corresponding pixels between two neighboring frames based on the precomputed
optical flow. However, this connection scheme would result
in the loss of connection information under occlusion. That
means optical flow would fail to recapture the correspondence
when an object disappears and appears again in a short time
due to occlusion in the scene. Hence, traditional video segmentation ways, in which frames on the whole video sequence are
usually connected one-by-one in a temporal order, can not deal
with the occlusion situations as shown in Figure 2.
To solve this problem, we propose to uniformly sample
some keyframes from the video sequence and explore connections between the keyframes. We sample the collected
frames by taking frames with a certain temporal interval
η, called as keyframes and denoted by {I i , I i+η , I i+2η , ...}
and {Di , Di+η , Di+2η , ...}. The sampling interval η is an
adjustable parameter. Choosing the interval η is a tradeoff
between segmentation quality and computation cost. We set η
to be 75 in our experiments. Unlike those methods requiring
to pre-compute optical flow for each frame, our approach only
computes optical flow in the keyframes, which makes our
method more efficient, while a segmentation result of high
quality can still be achieved by the mask propagation scheme.
B. Graph-based Object Segmentation
The aim in this step is to extract objects of interest in
the keyframes obtained from the previous stage. We formulate it as an unsupervised segmentation problem, which
classifies frames into non-overlapping regions R = {rti |i =
1, 2, ..., k; t = 1, 2, ..., m}, where rti denotes the ith segment
in frame t which consists of a set of pixels assigned to the
same segmentation label.
Given a set of keyframes, a graph-based segmentation
algorithm is sequentially employed on them separately. For
each frame in the keyframe set, we create an undirected
graph G = (V, E, W ), where V = {v1 , ..., vNp } represents
image pixels, and eij = (i, j) ∈ E is an edge connecting
two neighboring pixels, namely vi and vj . The 8-connected
neighborhood is utilized here. Each edge eij is weighted by
ωij ∈ W that measures the dissimilarity between vi and vj .
We follow the similar segmentation scheme in [26] while
updating formulations of weights between edges. To integrate

Fig. 4. Clustering result of object candidates. The first row shows five
sampled keyframes with their object candidates extracted from each corresponding frame. On the bottom, the candidates are grouped into clusters based
on similarity between their feature representations.

depth and motion information, the weight between pixels vi
and vj is defined as:
ωij = W > ∗ Θ

(1)

Θ = [δijc , δijd , δijm ]>

(2)

where
δijc , δijd and δijm are properties of color, depth and motion
between pixels respectively. W > ∈ R3 is the weight vector
assigning weights to those elements in vector Θ. δijc is the
color distance between pixels vi and vj , measured by the
Euclidean distance in the HSV color space. To compute the
depth error, each RGB-D image is converted into a point cloud,
and then we compute the Euclidean distance between two
pixels based on their coordinates in 3D space.
To make the best use of properties of RGB-D video, we
embed motion information into the similarity definition of
nodes in graph, which makes the object segmentation more
robust. When objects or the camera are moving in the scene,
boundary pixels can as well be located using discontinuity in
optical flow map. Then, δijm is computed as the distance of
optical flow vectors between pixel vi and pixel vj . We employ
the algorithm proposed in [27] to calculate optical flow maps
between two consecutive frames. Note that optical flows are
only computed in the keyframes, which only occupy a small
ratio of the whole video sequence. As a consequence, we are
able to obtain segmented regions for all keyframes.
C. Post-process
After performing the graph-based segmentation, each
keyframe is divided into a set of segments R. Since our goal
is to extract objects of interest in the video, there still exist
some false positives segments that we not are interested in,
i.e. segments of background. For example, the result may
contain large segments, such as walls, tables and floors which
have significantly large sizes compared to normal objects. We
need to differentiate object segments from the whole segments.
Therefore, we introduce R∗ = {r∗ it |i = 1, 2, ..., n∗ ; t =
1, 2, ..., m} as object segments, where r∗ it denotes the ith
object segment in the tth frame. In order to get R∗ , a
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rejection operation on set R is proposed. Segments far from
the camera are discarded first. Supervised learning is then
utilized to train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier
to recognize all object segments from the remained segments.
Since categories of objects in different datasets may differ
from each other, every dataset needs a different classifier. That
is to say, for each dataset, a new classifier should be trained
from scratch on its own data. For our own RGB-D video
dataset, we collect another dataset consisting of 29 scenes. The
graph-based segmentation is then performed on these videos,
generating many segmented regions. To speed up this step,
each video consists of only 50 frames. We then manually
choose 400 object segments and 300 background segments
as the training data of the SVM algorithm with Gaussian
Radial Basis Function kernel. Meanwhile, some discriminative
features are utilized to present the segmented regions. Here are
the features used in our classifier:
1) Color: Color features are computed in the HSV color
space which is more robust with changes in lightness.
We then compute the variance in the color information
(H and S channels) and intensity (V channel) to generate
the color features.
2) 2D geometry: These features encoding 2D geometry
information of segments are extracted on image plane.
Since the size of segment determines the classification
result to a great extent, we compute the height, width
and area of segments to form the 2D geometry features.
3) 3D geometry: RGB-D image is converted to a 3D point
cloud with color. The points are then grouped into
patches according to segmentation labels. 3D geometry
features reflect the depth variance of patches. Specifically, we utilize geometric features from the work of Reza
et al. [28]. We also employ the Geometric Moments [29]
to embed shape information of point cloud.
After the post-process stage, all object segments in the
sampled frames are collected. Subsequently, a region growing
scheme is adopted to merge neighboring object segments to
generate object candidates in 3D space. The object candidates
in some keyframes are shown in Figure 4.
V. R EGION C LUSTERING
Our goal in this step is to search all object candidates
belonging to the same object in the keyframes, which is cast
as a clustering problem. Given the object candidates R∗ , we
perceptually group them by object classes.
As shown in Figure 5, after the unsupervised segmentation
in keyframes, two types of problems exist. One is that object
candidates coming from the same object in two different
frames may be assigned with different labels. Because the
keyframes are separately segmented in the previous step.
As a consequence, the candy boxes in the three keyframes
are assigned with three different labels before performing
clustering, as shown in Figure 5. The other is that segments
belonging to the same object in one frame could have different
labels because of inter-object occlusion in the scene. As
shown in frame i + η in Figure 5, a ball is divided into two
parts due to inter-object occlusion. Hence, the segmentation
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Fig. 5. Illustration of clustering object candidates in keyframes. Before
clustering, the object candidates of the same object are with different segmentation labels which are not consistent. Consistent segmentation labels will be
assigned to the corresponding object candidates based on the clustering result.

algorithm generates two object candidates from the same ball.
As a result, the same object is assigned with two different
segmentation labels in one frame. To address these two issues,
we refer to affinity propagation [30] clustering to assign labels
to the object candidates, in which the object candidates with
similar properties should possess the same label.
Next, we describe the clustering method to process partial
presentation in an occluded scene. Affinity propagation associates each data point, i.e. object candidate, with a cluster
center within the input data in a way to maximize the
overall sum of similarities between data points and their
corresponding cluster centers. The algorithm takes as input an
affinity matrix which describes the similarity between pairs of
object candidates. In order to simplify the notation of object
candidates, we leave out the frame index t. The set of object
candidates is then rewritten as R∗ = {ri∗ |i = 1, ..., n}, where
n is the total number of object candidates within all keyframes.
Given the object candidate set, we form the affinity matrix
D ∈ Rn×n . D is a symmetric band pairwise matrix with the
following structure:


D1,1 D1,2 D1,3 D1,4 · · · D1,n
 D2,1 D2,2 D2,3 D2,4 · · · D2,n 




D =  D3,1 D3,2 D3,3 D3,4 · · · D3,n  (3)
 ..
..
..
..
.. 
 .
.
.
.
D
. 
i,j

Dn,1

Dn,2

Dn,3

Dn,4

···

Dn,n

where Di,j represents the similarity measurement between the
ith and jth object candidates. Specifically, Di,j is defined as:
Di,j = exp(

−d2 (ri∗ , rj∗ )
)
σr2∗

(4)

where σr∗ is a scaling factor, and
d(ri∗ , rj∗ ) = Dc (ri∗ , rj∗ ) · Do (ri∗ , rj∗ ) · Dg (ri∗ , rj∗ )

(5)

Based on the fact that the object candidates of the same object
should have similar appearance, we introduce Dc as the color
histogram similarity between two object candidates:
Dc (ri∗ , rj∗ ) =

1 2
χ
(r∗ , r∗ )
Mc color i j

(6)
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Fig. 6. Illustration on the sensitivity of color histogram to missing data. As
shown, the color histograms of the occluded part significantly changes from
the complete one.

where χ2color is the χ2 -distance between the color histograms,
while Mc represents the mean χ2 -distance of all object candidates. The similarity metric of the color histograms may fail in
some cases, such as missing data due to occlusion which often
leads to the partial representation. As illustrated in Figure 6.
To solve this problem, we propose an overlap measurement
to enhance the appearance component in the similarity definition, and we present Do as the overlap measurement between
two object candidates ri∗ , rj∗ . It is a vital means to act as
the similarity measurement when only part of an object can
be seen in some frames due to occlusion. Nevertheless, the
overlap measurement can handle the partial correspondence
situation. To compute the overlap measurement, we utilize
SIFT flow to find the partial correspondences between object
candidates. On this basis, we measure overlap between two
object candidates as:
O(ri∗ , rj∗ ) =

|ri∗ ∩ W arp(rj∗ )|
min(|ri∗ |, |rj∗ |)

(7)

where W arp(rj∗ ) transforms the region of candidate rj∗ to the
frame where ri∗ lies in, which is computed by dense SIFT
flow [9]. | · | measures the area of elements. The SIFT flow
algorithm aligns an image to another similar image, which can
establish a dense pixel correspondence across different scenes.
It also allows matching of objects located at different parts of
a scene. In particular, we compute SIFT flow from the frame
of rj∗ to the frame of ri∗ with the region of candidates as the
foreground binary masks, which encourages matching between
foreground pixels. We then use the computed dense pixel
correspondences to wrap pixels in the frame of ri∗ using pixels
from the frame of rj∗ , generating the W arp(rj∗ ) function.
Accordingly, we define our overlap term as:

0.01
if O(ri∗ , rj∗ ) ≥ τ
∗ ∗
Do (ri , rj ) =
(8)
1 − O(ri∗ , rj∗ ) otherwise
where τ is an overlap threshold. The intuition behind this
equation is that two object candidates are more likely to
be from the same object, if their overlap measurement is
over a given threshold. To further enhance the robustness
of our similarity definition, we incorporate the 3D shape
information into the similarity measurement as well. We let Dg
measure the geometric similarity. In our work, the Geometric
Moments [29] is utilized as our shape descriptor thanks to their

Fig. 7. Illustration of mask propagation scheme. Unsegmented frames are
with red borders.

efficient and easy computation characteristics. We convert the
regions into point cloud based on camera intrinsic parameters
and formulate Dg , similar to Dc , as:
Dg (ri∗ , rj∗ ) =

1 2 ∗ ∗
χ (r , r )
Mg g i j

(9)

where χ2g is the χ2 -distance between their geometric moments
and Mg denotes the mean χ2 -distance of all object candidates.
With the given affinity matrix, the affinity propagation
clustering algorithm computes the assignment vector whose
values are indices of cluster centers. Each object candidate is
assigned to a cluster center by the assignment vector. In this
way, the object candidates are grouped into several clusters
according to their similarity measurements. The clustering result is represented in Figure 4. We use the cluster assignments
as labels for the object candidates so as to obtain consistent
segmentation labels in the keyframes, as illustrated in Figure 5.
VI. M ASK P ROPAGATION
In this section, our mask propagation method in bilateral
space is presented. Given the labeled object candidates in the
keyframes, we spread the segmentation result to the whole
video sequence, as illustrated in Figure 7; hence, our video
segmentation can be then formulated as a mask propagation
problem, which is performed under a graph-cut framework in
bilateral space, i.e. a higher dimensional feature space.
We uniformly partition bilateral space to form the bilateral
grid, VΓ , and infer labels on the vertices, v 0 ∈ VΓ , of this
grid. The bilateral grid is a high dimensional array where each
dimension corresponds to one feature, and it is generated by
regularly sampling in each dimension. Bilateral representation
leads to a simple and efficient computation framework, while
still preserving large spatio-temporal regularization under occlusion, as shown in Figure 8. It is worthy to notice that
one single mask frame is used in [25], which leads to a
significant quality degradation on segmentation result with
increasing numbers of frames in the video. Comparatively, our
method utilizes the keyframes as the initial mask to maintain
the quality of the segmentation result through the whole video
sequence. By this way, the segmentation quality is still well
guaranteed even when the video is enlarged. Furthermore, our
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We infer labels of the grid vertices by constructing a graph
GΓ = (VΓ , EΓ ), where VΓ represents the vertex set in the
bilateral grid. Suppose there exist M objects in the video
scene, the task is to find a label from the set of objects to
each vertex v 0 ∈ VΓ . We introduce L = {lv0 |v 0 ∈ VΓ } as the
label of VΓ , where lv0 is defined as the label of vertex v 0 in
the bilateral grid. Based on the assumption that segmentation
is smooth in bilateral space, our multi-label energy can then
be formulated as:
X
X
Dv0 (lv0 )+λ
E(L) =
Sv0 ,u0 (lv0 , lu0 )(1−δ(lv0 −lu0 ))

Bilateral space
Bilateral grid
Lifted pixel

Grid vertex

one dimension

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2
0.2

0.9

0

0

1

0.9

0.2

0.2

0.9

0.2

0

0

0.2

0.2

0.2
0.9

0.9
1

0.2
0.2

0

Splatting

0.9
0.2

0

Graph cut

Slicing

0

1

v 0 ∈VΓ

labels on grid vertices

Fig. 8. Illustration of the bilateral representation. Please note this is a simple
version for the illustration.

method adds the depth channel as an additional dimension to
bilateral space. Meanwhile, we replace the graph-cut with a
multi-label graph-cut technique.
A. Bilateral Space
We convert each pixel p = [x, y, d, t]> ∈ P , the pixel set in
all frames, to a vector in a higher dimensional feature space,
specifically, a 7-dimensional space:
b(p) = [ch , cs , cv , x, y, d, t]> ∈ R7

(10)

The first three dimensions (ch , cs , cv ) correspond to the three
components in HSV color space and (x, y, d) refer to spatial
coordinates in the image and depth plane, while t corresponds
to the temporal dimension. The bilateral space is then partitioned into a regular grid. Instead of labeling a lifted pixel b(p)
directly, we use the “splatting” operation to accumulate values
on the bilateral grid vertices by summing up adjacent lifted
pixels with weights. For each vertex v 0 ∈ VΓ , the accumulated
value is computed as:
X
p(v 0 ) =
w(v 0 , b(pi )) · p̂i
(11)
pi ∈P

v 0 ,u0 ∈EΓ

(13)
The binary smoothness term Sv0 ,u0 measures the extent to
which labels between adjacent vertices are not piecewise
smooth, balanced with the multiplier λ. The unary data term
Dv0 (lv0 ) models deviations from the region clustering results.
From the definition, our function encourages segmentation
consisting of several regions where vertices in the same region
have similar labels. In particular, the unary data term is defined
as:
Dv0 (lv0 ) = − ln p(lv0 |v 0 )
(14)
where p(lv0 |v 0 ) denotes the probability of assigning label lv0
to vertex v 0 . The more the labeling agrees with the clustering
result, the lower the score Dv0 (lv0 ) is.
The smoothness term Sv0 ,u0 comprises ”boundary” properties of segmentation, which is interpreted as a penalty for the
discontinuity between vertices v 0 and u0 . As [25] pointed out,
in order to make the operation of assigning different labels to
two vertices equivalent to the operation of assigning labels to
all the original lifted pixel splattered to these two vertices, the
weights between vertices should be scaled by the total number
of points that have been assigned to the two vertices. Thus,
our smoothness term Sv0 ,u0 (lv0 , lu0 ) is formulated as:
Sv0 ,u0 (lv0 , lu0 ) = g(v 0 , u0 ) · S] (v 0 ) · S] (u0 )

where S] (v 0 ) and S] (u0 ) indicate the number of lifted pixels
splattered to vertices v 0 and u0 respectively, see Figure 8.
g(v 0 , u0 ) is a high-dimensional Gaussian kernel, defined as:
1

0

0 T

g(v 0 , u0 ) = e− 2 (v −u )

where
p̂i = (p(l1 |pi ), p(l2 |pi ), . . . , p(ln |pi ), 1)

(12)

and p(lj |pi ) is the probability that label lj is assigned to pixel
pi . The weight function w(v 0 , b(pi )) determines the range and
influence that the neighboring lifted pixel b(pi ) imposes on the
vertex v 0 . Similar to [25], we adopt the adjacent interpolation
scheme owing to its good compromise between the quality
and the computation, memory efficiency.
B. Multi-label Graph-Cut
In this section, we leverage a multi-label graph-cut model to
handle multiple foreground segmentation, which enables our
method to track more than one object simultaneously. At the
same time, integrating depth information into the data energy
term allows us to measure feature statistics in a relatively
complex scene (e.g., low luminance situation).

(15)

Σ−1 (v 0 −u0 )

(16)

where the diagonal matrix Σ scales each dimension to balance
the color, spatial and temporal dimensions.
The segmentation result on the bilateral grid can be obtained
by minimizing the energy function E(L), which can be solved
efficiently with the multi-label graph-cut algorithm [31]. When
the labels are obtained on the grid vertices, we perform the
“slicing” operation to transmit the labels on the bilateral grid
vertices to the lifted pixels, i.e. inverse process of “splatting”.
Accordingly, the same interpolation scheme is adopted to
accumulate values for the lifted pixels. As a result, a consistent
and continuous RGB-D video segmentation is obtained.
VII. R ESULTS A ND D ISCUSSIONS
To validate the effectiveness of our method in segmenting RGB-D video, we evaluate our method on several
video sequences from the TUM Dataset [32], the NYU V2
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Fig. 9. Segmentation result in the case of complex scene. The upper row shows some original input frames. The bottom row shows the corresponding
segmentation result.

Fig. 10. Segmentation result on a realistic scene from the NYU V2 Dataset, in which some furniture disappears in a short time. Note that the segments of
the clutter of toys are omitted by our SVM classifier, which is trained with other videos containing furniture in the NYU V2 Dataset.

Dataset [33], the T-LESS Dataset [34] and our own dataset.
For our own dataset, we use a kinect sensor to collect RGBD video dataset. Each video sequence consists of more than
700 frames of 640 × 480 RGB and depth images. All frames
are manually segmented to generate the ground truth for the
purpose of quantitative evaluation. In general, the datasets
include scenes with different levels of luminance, texture and
complexity.
A. Raw Data
Complex scene. The capability of our method to deal
with complex scenes is assessed in Figure 9. As shown in
the images, objects are stacked together arbitrarily. Both the
complexity of the scene and the large quantity of objects
impose significant difficulties in consistently segmenting the
scene for RGB-D video segmentation methods. However,
thanks to our background segments rejection technique, our
method is able to extract the segments of objects that we
are interested in. Meanwhile, geometry information is invoked
to measure the similarity between object candidates, different
objects in similar color are clustered into different categories
and thus the correct labels are generated in the keyframes.
As a consequence, the consistent and continuous segmentation
result is achieved over all the video sequence by our method.
Realistic scene. We evaluate our method in a realistic scene
from the NYU V2 Dataset. Figure 10 shows some of frames
with segmentation result. The scene is captured by a handheld RGB-D camera in a play room and contains 995 frames

in total. The goal of our algorithm is to correctly segment
some items of furniture. Apparently, the camera is moving
randomly in the room, making the short-time disappearance of
some furniture in the video happens frequently. However, our
method leverages the region clustering and bilateral representation to arrange together object candidates of the same object,
and consequently the missing connection information between
the object candidates between frames is thereby recaptured.
Therefore, our method successfully ensures the segmentation
labels all consistent through the whole video sequence.
Complete occlusion. In Figure 11, we illustrate the capability of our algorithm to segment and track objects in the scenes
where objects are completely missing in some frames. There
are seven objects on the table and a robot is manipulated to
collect the RGB-D video with a kinect sensor while moving in
front of the scene. Owing to movement of the camera, a yellow
measuring tape becomes entirely disappeared and appeared
again. This complete occlusion problem is challenging for
current segmentation methods, since they have no ability for
re-acquisition when the target is thoroughly missing. The
connection established by optical flow becomes invalid here as
explained in Section IV. However, by incorporating the diverse
information in our object candidate similarity measurement,
the same objects in different frames can be clustered together
and hence the mask propagation scheme can subsequently
transfer the correct segmentation labels to all the frames. As
a result, our method succeeds in obtaining the consistent and
continuous segmentation result from an occluded scene, even
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Fig. 11. Segmentation result in the case of complete occlusion. Even in the presence of complete occlusion as in the middle frame, our method is still able
to produce consistent and continuous segmentation.

Segmentation result on the T-LESS Dataset.

Segments Number

Ours

Hichson et al.

Fig. 12.

8
7

Hichson et al.
Ours
Ground truth

6

Time
Fig. 13. Comparison to Hickson et al. [7] on segmenting the scene with occlusion. The bottom graph shows quantitative comparisons between our method
and [7]. Green line represents the ground truth of object number in the scene, blue line denotes the number of our segments and red line refers to the
segmentation result in [7]. Changes in number of segments illustrate the discontinuity and inconsistency of their segmentation result.

though the objects are completely missing in some frames.
We also evaluate the proposed method on the T-LESS
Dataset, as shown in Figure 12. Several textureless objects are
placed on a rotating platform in the scene. When objects rotate
with the platform in the scene, occlusion between objects
would happen. In such a case, our method produces consistent

segmentation results. Although the appearance between these
objects in the scene is quite similar with each other, resulting
from their textureless characteristic, the geometric component
in the similarity measurement can still differentiate the object
candidates apart and group different objects into distinct
clusters.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 14.
result.

Segmentation result of an RGB-D video in the NYU V2 Datasets. (a) shows the input RGB images. (b) shows result from [7] and (c) shows our

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 15.
result.

Segmentation result of an RGB-D video in the TUM Datasets. (a) shows the input RGB images. (b) shows the result from [7] and (c) shows our

B. Comparisons
There is little work focusing on multi-object segmentation and tracking on RGB-D video. We compare with the
most related work [7], where RGB-D video is segmented
into regions with consistency. To ensure a fair comparison,
we perform a rejection process described in Section IV to
discard background segments. In order to obtain individual
object candidates, a region growing process on the RGB-D
point cloud is executed to merge neighboring object segments
together based on their positions in 3D space. We show
comparative segmentation results on three different datasets,
our own dataset, the NYU V2 Dataset and the TUM Dataset,
shown in Figure 13, Figure 14 and Figure 15 respectively.
Figure 13 compares the segmentation method in [7] and
ours on our own dataset. As the camera moves around objects
on the table, occlusion synchronously occurs between objects.

In [7], edges are constructed between adjacent frames by
connecting pixels on the precomputed optical flow and such
connection would be broken when objects disappear. When the
same object appears again, their method regards it as a new
object. Note that their method produces a new segmentation
label on the reappeared part of boxes in the middle frame. In
contrast, our algorithm leverages region clustering to solve the
occlusion problem by grouping separated object candidates of
the same object in keyframes. As shown in the first and last
frames in Figure 13, their method lacks the continuity in the
whole video sequence due to occlusion. It yields two labels
on the same box. Comparatively, our method assigns the same
labels to segments belonging to the same object within the
whole video sequence.
Figure 14 and 15 show comparative results on the NYU V2
Dataset and the TUM Dataset respectively. For experiment
in Figure 14, we use the same SVM classifier trained on our
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TABLE I
Q UANTITATIVE COMPARISONS OF [7] AND OUR METHOD . N OB : NUMBER
OF EXTRACTED OBJECTS , GT: GROUND TRUTH .
Figures

Methods

TP

FP

Nob

GT

Figure 1

Ours
Hichson el al.

96.5
94.2

2.9
5.0

5
6

5

Figure 3

Ours
Hichson el al.

98.5
95.4

0.8
3.5

3
4

3

Figure 9

Ours
Hichson el al.

92.3
90.4

5.8
8.5

8
8

9

Figure 10

Ours
Hichson el al.

88.5
80.6

10.7
18.3

7
11

9

Figure 11

Ours
Hichson el al.

96.0
92.2

3.4
6.5

7
8

7

Figure 12

Ours
Hichson el al.

96.9
95.0

2.5
4.7

5
7

5

Figure 13

Ours
Hichson el al.

96.2
91.8

3.0
7.6

6
8

6

Figure 14

Ours
Hichson el al.

89.2
85.8

9.3
12.9

9
9

9

Figure 15

Ours
Hichson el al.

97.4
93.6

2.0
5.8

2
3

2

Figure 16

Ours
Hichson el al.

96.1
90.8

2.2
8.6

6
7

7

own dataset which aims at detecting small objects on the table,
and we train a new SVM classifier for Figure 15 by utilizing
other videos in the TUM Dataset. As shown in Figure 14, the
trashcan at the bottom right corner is recaptured by our method
after a short-time disappearance in the scene. However, [7]
assigns a different label to the reappeared trashcan because
the connection between the frames in their method is cut
down by occlusion. See Figure 15, the occlusion between the
two persons appears as they walk in front of the camera. [7]
mistakenly regards the reappeared person as a new person,
which can be seen from the new assigned segmentation label
in Figure 15(b). As a result, three persons are detected by their
method while our method can track the occluded person all
the way along the video sequence, as shown in Figure 15(c).
C. Quantitative Evaluation
Quantitative metrics: In order to quantify our results, we
extend the well-established quantitative metrics that are used
in [35]. Specifically, Rti represents all pixels of the ground
truth segmentation of object i in frame t. Similarly, Sti denotes
all pixels of the segmentation results of the corresponding object. Then the true positive can be described as T Pti = Rti ∩Sti ,
which is the overlap of both pixel sets. Subsequently, the
false negative can be measured by F Pti = Sti \ T Pti . The
equations below calculate the average scores over the whole
video sequence, where n is the number of object segments
and m is the number of frames.
n m
n m
1 X X |T Pti |
1 X X |F Pti |
TP =
,
F
P
=
n · m i=1 t=1 |Rti |
n · m i=1 t=1 |Sti |
(17)
Moreover, to evaluate the consistency of the segmentation
results, we show the number of extracted objects compared
to [7]. Table I shows the corresponding scores for the selected

TABLE II
T IME CONSUMPTION OF OUR ALGORITHM . KF: KEYFRAME , KS- TIME :
KEYFRAME SEGMENTATION TIME , MP- TIME : MASK PROPAGATION TIME
AND T: TOTAL TIME ( PER FRAME ).
Figures

Frames

KF

KS-time

MP-time

T

Figure 1
Figure 3
Figure 9
Figure 10
Figure 11
Figure 12
Figure 13
Figure 14
Figure 15
Figure 16

800
700
750
995
800
300
800
300
300
750

11
10
11
14
11
5
11
5
5
11

4.5s
3.8s
5.8s
6.1s
4.6s
2.2s
4.7s
2.6s
2.0s
4.7s

29min25s
24min16s
27min06s
41min55s
30min50s
10min34s
33min26s
13min55s
9min58s
26min17s

2.3s
2.1s
2.5s
2.5s
2.3s
2.1s
2.5s
2.7s
2.1s
2.1s

Fig. 16. Failure case of our method in a severely cluttered scene. As two
objects are stacked together (the arrows), the region growing scheme groups
them together, and consequently our method regards them as one object
(dotted circles).

scenes as well as the numbers of extracted objects. Note
that [7] always obtains a higher number of extracted objects
than the ground truth. This is because their method connects
neighboring frames one-by-one based on optical flow, which
leads to the loss of connection information when encountering
occlusion. Consequently, their method mistakenly regards the
reappeared part after occlusion as a new object, resulting in
discontinuity and inconsistency. It is also worthy to notice
that [7] obtains the same number of objects as the ground
truth in Figure 16. However, it is just because it regards the
reappeared part of the ball as a new object.
Parameter analysis: η in Section IV is the interval of frame
sampling. To evaluate its impact, we test our method by setting
η to be 25, 50, 75, 100, and 125, respectively. We present the
overall average error and time consumption over the whole
sequence in Figure 17. The segmentation error is the ratio of
mislabeled pixels to labeled pixels. Similar to [6], we regard
all pixels covering their assigned region in ground truth as
correctly labeled pixels, all others are counted as mislabeled
pixels. The segmentation error of one video sequence is
computed across the segmented objects in all the frames. It
turns out that our method always gives better results with the
narrowing of sampling interval, while the time consumption
increases simultaneously. Figure 17 demonstrates that η is a
tradeoff between segmentation quality and computation cost.
In our experiment, we set η to be 75, as it generally produces
satisfactory segmentation results with only a slight increase in
runtime. As for the rest of free parameters, W in Section IV
is set to [0.3, 0.5, 0.2]> , and we set σr∗ and τ in Section V
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Fig. 17. The segmentation error and time consumption of our method by
varying the value of η. The average curve is computed from all the Figures
considered in Table I and Table II.
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RGB-D video, which ensures the continuity. A variety of
experiments and quantitative analysis have demonstrated that
our method can generally produce consistent and continuous
segmentation results on RGB-D video, even in the presence
of complete occlusion between objects or the missing of a
whole object in the scene. In future, we would integrate the
learning based object recognition into our system to achieve
the semantic segmentation and solve the limitation mentioned
above. Moreover, improving the efficiency of the proposed
method would be another area for future work.
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